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The conceptual architecture of autonomic communications requires a 
knowledge layer to offer effective, transparent and high level self-
management capabilities. This knowledge plane can utilise the 
behaviour of autonomic communication regimes to monitor and 
intervene at many differing levels of network granularity. This paper 
introduces autonomic computing and autonomic communication, before 
outlining the role of knowledge in autonomic networks. Some research 
issues, in particular the concept of dynamic context as a method to 
acquire knowledge dynamically that helps to facilitate a successful 
realisation of the knowledge plane are explored and discussed.  
Introduction 
An EU FET brainstorming workshop in July 2003 to discuss novel communication 
paradigms for 2020 identified ‘Autonomic Communications’ as an important area for 
future research and development [1]. This can be interpreted as further work on self-
organizing networks, but is undoubtedly a reflection of the growing influence of 
IBM’s Autonomic Computing initiative launched in 2001 [2]. In effect, autonomic 
communications has the same motivators as the autonomic computing concept with 
particular focus on the communications research and development community. Goals 
highlighted at this initial workshop were to understand how an autonomic network 
element’s behaviours are learned, influenced or changed, and how in turn, these effect 
other elements, groups and networks.  The ability to adapt the behaviour of the 
elements was considered particularly important in relation to drastic changes in the 
environment such as technical developments or new economic models [1]. 
At the heart of autonomic communications are selfware principles and technologies 
that will create the autonomic network.  They borrow largely from autonomous 
distributed systems research and non-conventional networking (ad hoc, sensor, peer-
to-peer, group communications, active networks and so on), among others [3].  In 
addition to this a new construct, a knowledge plane, has been identified as being 
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required to act as a pervasive system within the network that builds and maintains 
high level models of what the network is supposed to do in order to provide the 
communications services and advice to other elements in the network [4].  It is 
generally considered that this knowledge plane will rely on the tools of AI and 
cognitive systems (to meet the uncertainties and complexities of this goal) rather than 
traditional algorithmic approaches [4][5]. 
This paper motivates the proposition that the successful creation of autonomic 
communications, and in particular the knowledge plane, requires the ability to possess 
context awareness and behavioural knowledge from an ethnomethodological 
perspective. Ethnomethodology is an in-depth study of individuals and groups, their 
practice, and their artefacts in the context of their normal working environment.  From 
this perspective, context is more than just the sum or function of the metrics that are 
monitored or probed in the environment. 
The paper outlines the area of autonomic computing and autonomic 
communications before beginning to discuss the role of knowledge in autonomic 
communications.  The remainder of this vision paper is a discussion on how 
knowledge may be used within the knowledge plane of autonomic communications.  
In particular, we examine the mechanism of dynamic context as a framework for the 
generation, use and execution of knowledge in autonomic networks. 
Autonomic Computing 
The autonomic metaphor, based on the human body’s autonomic or self-regulating 
and protection system, strives to achieve systems which will maintain themselves 
through the use of an autonomic element consisting of an autonomic manager and the 
managed component. There is a strong requirement for dependability, from single 
mobile devices running multiple processes through distributed grid applications [6]. 
The general properties of an autonomic (self-managing) system can be summarised 
by four objectives; self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimising and self-protecting 
and four attributes; self-awareness, environment-awareness, self-monitoring and self-
adjusting [6]. Essentially, the objectives represent broad system requirements while 
the attributes identify basic implementation mechanisms.  (Since the 2001 launch of 
autonomic computing the self-* list has grown substantially yet this initial set still 
represents the general goal.) 
Self-configuring is a system’s ability to readjust itself automatically, this may 
simply be in support of to changing circumstances or to assist in self-healing, self-
optimisation or self-protection.  Self-healing, a reactive mechanism is concerned with 
ensuring effective recovery when a fault occurs; identifying the fault and then where 
possible repair it. Self-optimisation means that a system is aware of its ideal 
performance, can measure its current performance against that ideal and has policies 
for attempting improvements.  A self-protecting system will defend itself from 
accidental or malicious external attack. This means being aware of potential threats 
and having ways of handling those threats. This may include self-healing actions if an 
attack is successful, and a mix of self-configuration and self-optimisation to increase 
protection.  Finally, these self-mechanisms should ensure there is minimal disruption 
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to users, avoiding significant delays in processing. To achieve these objectives a 
system must be aware of its internal state (self-aware) and current external operating 
conditions (environment-aware). Changing circumstances are detected through self-
monitoring and adaptations are made accordingly (self-adjusting). As such, a system 
must have knowledge of its available resources, its components, their desired 
performance characteristics, their current status, and the status of inter-connections 
with other systems, along with rules and policies of how these may be adjusted. The 
ability to operate in a heterogeneous environment requires the use of open standards 
to understand and communicate with other systems [1]. 
 
 
Fig. 1. IBM’s view of the Architecture and Components of an Autonomic Element (adapted 
from [7]) 
At the heart of any autonomic system architecture are sensors and effectors [8].  A 
control loop is created by monitoring behaviour through sensors, comparing this with 
expectations (historical and current data, rules and beliefs), planning what action is 
necessary (if any) and then executing that action through effectors [9]. The control 
loop, a success of manufacturing science for many years, provides the basic backbone 
structure for each system component [7]. 
Figure 1 is IBM’s view of the necessary components within an autonomic 
manager. (For an alternative artefacts view, see [10].)  It is assumed that an autonomic 
manager is responsible for a managed element within a self-contained autonomic 
element. Interaction will occur with remote autonomic managers through virtual, 
peer-to-peer, client-server [11] or grid [12] configurations. 
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The monitor and analyse parts of the structure process information from the 
sensors to provide both self-awareness and an awareness of the external environment.  
The plan and execute parts decide on the necessary self-management behaviour that 
will be executed through the effectors. The MAPE (Monitor, Analyse, Plan and 
Execute) components use the correlations, rules, beliefs, expectations, histories and 
other information known to the autonomic element, or available to it through the 
knowledge repository within the autonomic manager (AM).  
Autonomic Communication 
The traditional perspective for autonomic computing is that an autonomic element 
(AE) solely uses knowledge; there is no explicit creator or adaptors of knowledge.  It 
implies that the knowledge within is engineered in as part of the developed autonomic 
manager (and updated from an external source). If you consider the management 
scope and assume this autonomic manager’s component is for instance a disk drive, 
engineering the knowledge may be achievable yet if the scope is larger, for instance a 
higher level manager within a server farm receiving event communications from 
many other autonomic managers, the scenarios will be too complex to engineer. 
AI may assist here. When autonomic computing first hit the headlines it was 
interpreted as being AI or at least containing it, perhaps due to the commonality of the 
biological analogies. IBM has spent effort stating this is not the case to thus avoid the 
initiative being classed with the past perceived failures of AI hype. Here lies a 
difference between autonomic computing and autonomic communications, as 
autonomic communications accepts the intrinsic need for AI to create the knowledge 
plane [4].  
In this autonomic computing view, even if you do assume that AI and machine 
learning techniques have been used to assist in developing/engineering the rules and 
beliefs, another question arises as to how adaptable these are within the autonomic 
manager. 
Proponents of the mobile and/or intelligent agent paradigm would present that 
context drives adaptability through agent’s capability to discover, extract, interpret 
and validate context [13], and as such will enable them to make a significant 
contribution to the autonomic communications field.  This is not in doubt; a wide 
range of techniques will be required for the successful creation of autonomic 
communications. Yet will emergent behaviour from autonomic elements agents 
provide the scope envisaged at the knowledge plane level? 
An interesting paper in [14] discusses affect and machine design [15].  Essentially 
it supports those psychologists and AI researchers that hold the view that affect is 
essential for intelligent behaviour.  It proposes three levels for the design of systems:  
 
1. Reaction – lowest level where no learning occurs but immediate response to state 
information coming from sensory systems. 
2. Routine – middle level where largely routine evaluation and planning behaviours 
take place. It receives input from sensors as well as from the reaction level and 
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reflection level.  This level of assessment results in three dimensions of affect and 
emotion values: positive affect, negative affect and (energetic) arousal. 
3. Reflection – top level receives no sensory input or has no motor output, it receives 
input from below. Reflection is considered a meta-process, where the mind 
deliberates about itself. Essentially operations at this level look at the systems 





Fig. 2. Intelligent Machine Design three tiers compared with three planes in Autonomic 
Communications 
The affect and emotion debate is not an issue here, it is the three levels that are of 
specific interest. Although not described in such terms this approach to intelligent 
design is similar to the proposed scoping of the planes within autonomic 
communications (Figure 2).  Essentially the reaction level may be considered to sit 
within the data plane and the autonomic network, where for instance under fault 
conditions automated switching and fail-over may take place, and so on in, 
monitoring current state of both the network element and its environment with rapid 
reaction to changing circumstances. The routine level may be considered the 
management plane, where planning takes place and under fault conditions root cause 
analysis is performed on the event messages from the data plane. The reflection level 
may be considered not to reside yet within networks but is akin to the perceived 
knowledge plane, where it considers the behaviour of the networks and learns new 
strategies, reflects upon the success of existing strategies and adapts if necessary. 
This approach highlights the need for reflection and cognitive strategies to be 
designed into systems to provide the self-adaptability autonomic property. 
Self-adapting behaviour has been classified into three levels by the Smart Adaptive 
Systems community. These are [16]: 
1. Adaptation to a changing environment, 
2. Adaptation to a similar setting without explicitly being ported to it, 
3. Adaptation to a new/unknown application. 
Its seems a difficult task for an autonomic element and indeed the autonomic 
network and autonomic communications to even conform to level 1 through 
engineering rules into the autonomic manager. To be classified level 2 is certainty 
going to entail AI and cognitive approaches. 
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This section has briefly focused on the initial general designs of an autonomic 
element to emerge from autonomic computing, key criteria consisting of self-
managing (self-CHOP1 or self-*), AE=AM+ME, MAPE, control loop, 
sensors+effectors, all reliant on knowledge repository to provide self and environment 
awareness.  These users of the knowledge component have yet to identify how this 
knowledge will be learnt, adapted or even used within different contexts.   
The Role of Knowledge 
Behavioural knowledge and knowledge execution is a vital research area for the 
successful fulfilment of Autonomic Communication [17].  In order to drive the self-
managing capabilities of autonomic communications, there is a requirement for the 
network to be self-aware and environment-aware.  Research on self-awareness in 
next-generation networks can be driven by attempting to understand the behaviour of 
the network.  To achieve this, the network must have access to various data and 
knowledge components, on which it can execute and modify its parameters. 
The data and knowledge sources are [18]: 
• Deriving and using first- and second-order data from the data plane of the network; 
• Deriving and using network management data and knowledge from the control 
plane of the network; 
• Deriving and using data and knowledge that comprises the knowledge plane [4] of 
a network.   
The first two data and knowledge sources can be and are employed to varying 
degrees in network research today.  The third area represents a significant advance in 
research thinking, in that it is primarily inferential and mined knowledge that is 
discovered by predictive analytic techniques residing on the knowledge plane.  These 
techniques include collaborative filtering [19][20], Bayesian networks [21], clustering 
[22], classification [23], association rules [24], sequence analysis [25] and content 
filtering [26] as well as runtime techniques from click stream analysis [27][28]. 
The knowledge plane must have the capacity to retain and maintain a network 
memory, comprising the data and knowledge sources indicated above.  An excellent 
starting point for this memory will be machine-understandable XML-based syntax, 
comprising different standards that maintain high semantic integrity and coherence 
for the knowledge models; for example, the Predictive Modelling Mark-up Language 
(PMML) [29].  
PMML is an XML-based standard developed by the Data Mining Group with the 
aim of aiding model exchange between different model producers and between model 
producers and consumers. Most data mining vendors have their own proprietary 
representations for knowledge discovered using their algorithms. PMML provides the 
first standard representation that is adhered to by all the major data mining vendors. 
Being XML-based, models represented in PMML can easily be parsed, manipulated 
and used by automated tools. The anticipated use of flexible, semantically-rich 
representational schemes such as PMML within autonomic elements is as a memory 
                                                          
1
 Objectives: self-Configuring, self-Healing, self-Optimising and self-Protecting 
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for policies and events that provides fast, interactional response in autonomic network 
environments. 
This network memory will be maintained as a discrete ontological construct in the 
knowledge plane, necessitating new research in network ontologies.  This memory is, 
in essence, a collection of rule sets and mining model result sets that can maintain 
network policies as well as behavioural descriptions and policies.  As such, it is a 
memory that provides context for measurement.  Therefore, via introspection and 
mediation, the memory can self-adapt to improve performance depending on the 
context and needs of use. 
In order to execute and interact with the network memory, a scalable high-
performance engine is required.  This is similar in construct to a recommender engine 
[27][28], in that it is constantly updating the network memory rule bases upon which 
the application of predictive algorithms on network behavioural data is based. 
A key component of this engine is the detection of network trends and subtle 
changes in data flows.  Key research currently under way in concept drift may be the 
basis for drift detection in autonomic network architectures [30]. 
There are key challenges in this research sub-area of autonomic communications, 
including the real time handling and assessment of ensembles of behavioural 
knowledge to improve network provision and the ability to introspectively measure 
the performance, accuracy and appropriateness of network performance. 
Contextualised Knowledge 
The autonomic communications knowledge plane not only requires the ability to use 
knowledge but also the ability to create and adapt it when necessary.  A vital aspect 
to these abilities is to understand the context within which that knowledge is framed. 
The understanding of context has been a significant research area in many fields of 
computing, in particular AI and ubiquitous computing, for some time now.  The term 
context-aware computing was first introduced by in 1994 [31] as a system’s ability to 
adapt to its location of use and objects (people, devices) in the neighbourhood. It was 
defined in the context of the systems in which the user employs many different 
mobile, embedded and stationary computers in different situations and locations over 
the course of the day. This has evolved within several research fields sharing many 
common views, including ubiquitous computing [32], pervasive computing [33], 
ambient intelligence [34], planetary/utility/grid computing and so on. 
Many definitions of context-awareness and models of context-aware systems have 
been proposed, the most popular over-arching perspective that researchers from 
pervasive computing society employ is to see context as some function or mode of the 
parameters of the environment, such as time, place, etc. Values of the parameters are 
acquired by using the predefined set of sensors and then extract features from these 
low-level sensor readings [35]. 
Acquiring context is not a straightforward task due to its dynamic nature and the 
heterogeneous state of data sources. Context can be extracted from low-level sensors 
and high level managers as well as derived from applications to-date utilising the 
network. It has been highlighted that the majority of context-aware applications use 
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the data from the sensors later offline through data pre-processing and features 
extraction [35]. 
There is no consensus for context representation (capturing, representing and 
modelling context). Problems concern the fact that acquired information can be 
strongly heterogeneous and often incorrect, inconsistent or incomplete. A second 
issue is that it is used in systems in various ways. A substantial amount of different 
approaches have been proposed to model such contextual information. 
Dourish [36] has suggested that the representational approach of context applied by 
most of the researchers until now interprets the role of context in a different manner 
than it plays in our everyday life. He proposes instead a new perspective on 
context-aware computing where the context is perceived much like in social sciences 
that study the practises of individuals in their normal environment. In his article he 
examines the problem of context from a high-level, philosophical point of view, 
enumerates the various philosophical viewpoints, and highlights an approach, which 
views context as an interactional problem rather than a representational one.  
This dynamic context, as we term it, contrasts with a majority of the literature 
concerning context-awareness, particularly engineering approaches that inherit from 
positivist theoretical tradition which seek objective answers, independent of the detail 
of particular occasion descriptions of social phenomena. It is a positivist point of view 
in which we look at things as something to be modelled and encoded. From this 
perspective, context is a stable feature of the world that is independent of the actions 
of individuals.  
On the other hand, dynamic context proposes to look at the problem of 
context-aware computing from another, phenomenological point of view. In this view, 
social facts are not pre-given or absolute but are continually negotiated and 
reinterpreted as a result of interactions hence perception of the world depends on the 
interpretation of particular individuals.   
In dynamic context, it is the activity that generates and sustains the context. So, 
context arises from the activity, and is actively produced and maintained in the course 
of the activity.  This provides a framework for a method to determine context from 
activity via behaviour (and measures of behaviour).  This framework is a justifiable 
research goal in autonomic communications. 
Although the assumptions enumerated above seem to be a correct way to view the 
role that context should play in context-aware systems, there are many significant 
issues concerning how to turn this approach into reality.  Dynamic context is only a 
conceptual view of what context is and formal design guidelines for systems are not 
presented.  It is an interactional model of context, in which the central problem is 
“how and why, in the course of their interactions, do people achieve and maintain a 
mutual understanding of the context for their actions?”  It can be argued that the 
difficulty and practical problems of designing context-aware systems has encouraged 
the pervasiveness of the representational view of context. 
Context is hard to recognise and hard to encode.  The approach of dynamic context 
makes this task even harder, because instead of the readings from the set of 
predefined sensors we have to deal with the features that can be contextually relevant 
to the particular activity. It cannot be determined a priori, before an activity happens. 
Some features become meaningful for particular sorts of actions - that’s why the 
context should be continually redefined, as such the scope of contextual features 
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should be defined dynamically. That forces the representation to be flexible enough to 
maintain the changing importance of the features in different types of activities and 
their dependence together with the possibility to add or delete features.  Dourish gives 
a conceptual idea of how context should be understood and suggests to move the 
stress from designing how to use the predefined context within a system, but rather 
how the system can support the process by which “context is continually manifest, 
defined, negotiated, and shared”. 
A Framework for Using Context 
In dynamic context, the activity generates and sustains the context. This fresh 
perspective is drawn ultimately from social science techniques such as 
ethnomethodology and ethnography, and explores their usefulness in the increasing 
number of computer-mediated pervasive and ubiquitous environments.  
Ethnomethodology simply means the study of the ways in which people make sense 
of their social world [37].  Ethnography is the in-depth study of individuals and 
groups, their practices, and their artefacts in the context of their normal work 
environment [38]. 
The usefulness of ethnography seems to be that it takes nothing for granted, and 
the application in anthropology ensures that all details are available for analysis. 
Ethnography is a contender for a framework in which we seek to discover context 
from activity. Having the measures of behaviour, we can then try to discover from 
them the activity and from the activity we can try to discover the context. This leads 




Fig. 3. Interactional Vs Representational view of context-awareness 
Having a set of sensors within the autonomic elements, each sensor provides the 
measures of network, systems and user application behaviour. On the basis of the 
AE’s measurements we can try to discover the application’s current activity. Frequent 
patterns found in the measurements can then be labelled and represent typical 
activities. Having discovered activity we can try to compute the context generated by 
the given activity, understand a more precise description of the activity in the form of 
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its goal, and the conditions in which it is executed (that means context viewed by the 
prism of activity). The general Behaviour-Activity-Context (BAC) Framework for 
context-awareness is shown in on the left-hand side of Figure 3. 
Discussion and Proposed Research Plan 
The knowledge plane is a proposed third abstraction in the emerging research area of 
autonomic communications, adding to the existing data and control/management 
planes. In their vision paper, the proponents of the knowledge plane discuss broadly 
how machine learning algorithms can be applied to garner knowledge and increase 
the self-awareness of the network.  How the knowledge plane will be achieved is an 
open research area, but the remaining discussion examines what role contextualised 
knowledge may play in autonomic communications.   
The paper first focused on a brief review of the general autonomic element designs 
emerging from autonomic computing noting that the general architecture of the 
autonomic computing autonomic element would imply it is only a user of knowledge 
with no explicit components for creating nor adapting knowledge.  Agents, AI and 
cognitive techniques may assist here.  It was highlighted that the three tiers; reflex, 
routine and reflection of the proposed autonomic intelligent machine design have 
scope commonalities with the data, management and knowledge planes within 
autonomic communications. 
The second EU FET consultation meeting in March 2004 on the subject of 
autonomic communications [39][40][41] highlighted that self-awareness in autonomic 
communications must be driven by self-knowledge, specifically by behavioural 
knowledge. This key area was entitled behavioural knowledge and knowledge 
execution. The authors put forward several areas of knowledge research which they 
feel should be pursued to support the use of behavioural knowledge in autonomic 
communications: 
• The use of unsupervised, incremental learning algorithms should be explored.  
Although there are many machine learning and data mining algorithms available, 
comparatively few researchers have explored this area, in particular from a 
pervasive computing perspective [36]. 
• The second of these is the development and use of existing research and tools that 
facilitate high-performance operation; specifically, ontological tools to support 
the incorporation and use of semantic information. 
• Knowledge systems in autonomic communications should be capable of 
practicing introspection.  That is, they should measure the degree of correctness 
of their ‘advice’ within an autonomic element. 
• The knowledge system should be capable of discriminating between conflicting 
types of advice and selecting or blending advice.  This can be explored initially 
as simple conflict resolution, but a key goal would be the development of 
managers of ensemble advisors or recommenders within autonomic 
communications. 
More generally, this paper has introduced the concept of dynamic context and 
advanced the proposition that the successful creation of autonomic communications 
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and the knowledge plane will not only require AI and cognitive approaches but will 
also require a fuller interpretation of context; in some ways akin to ethnography, 
building towards the formulation of a novel context-awareness framework; 
Behaviour-Activity-Context (BAC).  
A treatment of the area of context-awareness highlighted the two schools of 
thought; interactional versus representational, or phenomenological versus positivist 
perspective.  This paper supports the interactional view where context is generated 
and sustained by the activity.  This ethnographical-inspired view of the world, which 
we have labelled dynamic context, should provide the most dynamic knowledge 
approach for autonomic communications. 
This paper explicitly focused on one of the grounding principles to achieve 
autonomic communications – a new communication paradigm to assist the design of 
the Next Generation Networks (NGN) – that of contextualised knowledge.   
We have proposed a new dynamic context model, based upon on-the-fly, dynamic 
and lightweight analysis of data in the network, as well as a workable framework for 
experiments. We propose a research plan that tests the hypothesis that contextualised 
knowledge can improve the capabilities of a knowledge plane in autonomic 
communications. The details of the roadmap for this plan will be explored in a future 
paper. 
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